Welcome to the New Grades 6 to 9 eBlast!
Below you find a great selection of new and forthcoming books
for your tween!

The Scroll of Kings
by Sarah Prineas
The powerful Lost Books at the palace library are infecting the rest with
an evil magic, and two unlikely friends must figure out who, or what, is
controlling the books and their power. If they can't, the entire kingdom
could be at risk.
Sarah Prineas returns to her classic middle grade roots with this
imaginative, fast-paced adventure for book lovers everywhere. Reading
Level: Grades 4-7.

The Last
by Katherine Applegate
I REMEMBERED with a sudden pang, my mother's words the last time
we were together: It's never wrong to hope, Byx.
Of course, she'd also said: Unless the truth says otherwise.
Byx is used to being the youngest and the smallest. But for all her life,
she's also been part of something bigger--part of a family, part of a pack.

Until the terrible day Byx finds herself alone, the last of the dairnes. The
endling.
For dairnes, the pack is everything: root and branch, heart and soul. Byx
is determined to see if the legends she's heard over the years about
others of her kind are true. She sets off on a quest, traveling through the
war-torn kingdom of Nedarra. Along the way, she meets new allies who
each have their own motivation for joining her: Tobble, the worthy
wobbyk; Khara, the girl of many disguises; Renzo, the thief with honor;
and Gambler, the principled felivet.
They start as Byx's friends and become her family, and together they
uncover a secret that will threaten the existence of not just the dairnes
but every other creature in their world. Reading Level: Grades 4-7.

The Collector
by K. R. Alexander
A spooky doll story filled with thrills and chills, for fans of Mary Downing
Hahn and Neil Gaiman.
Josie always liked visiting her grandmother in the countryside. But when
her mother loses her job in the city and they're forced to relocate along
with Josie's sister, Annie, she realizes she doesn't like the country that
much. Especially because Grandma Jeannie has some strange rules:
Don't bring any dolls into the house. And never, ever go near the house
in the woods behind their yard. Soon though, Josie manages to make
friends with the most popular girl in the sixth grade, Vanessa. When
Vanessa eventually invites Josie back to her house to hang out, Josie
doesn't question it. Not even when Vanessa takes her into the woods,
and down an old dirt road, toward the very house Grandma Jeannie had
warned her about.
As Josie gets caught up in her illicit friendship with Vanessa, Annie is
caught in the crossfire. What follows is a chilling tale of dark magic,
friendship, and some verrrrrry creepy dolls. Reading Level: Grades 4 to
7. Coming in August 2018.

Supernova
by Kazu Kibuishi
Emily has lost control of her Amulet and is imprisoned in the Void, where
she must find a way to escape the influence of the Voice. Meanwhile,
Emily's brother, Navin, travels to Lighthouse One, a space station where
the Resistance is preparing to battle the approaching Shadow forces that
would drain planet Alledia of all its resources. Emily and Navin must be
smarter and stronger than ever to ensure Alledia's survival. Reading
Level: Grades 3 to 7. Coming in September 2018. Book Annotation

The Phoenix 2 : Colossal Comics Collection
by Not Available

A collection of different comics content taken from the issues of The
Phoenix, this bind-up pulls together different humorous, informative,
action-packed, and brain-teasing stories into one mega-comic bind-up!
A practical buffet table for kids to enjoy, brought together in a tailored
format and with in-house favorites like Bunny vs. Monkey and Mega
Robo Bros alongside all-new characters and properties for them to love.
The Phoenix Colossal Comics Collection provides the unique experience
of reading a great comic or magazine... but with loads more material!
Reading Level: Grades 3 to 7. Coming in September 2018.

The Ghost of Slappy
by R. L. Stine
Book
Slappy's back as a ghost! And this time, the only thing you'll play is hideand-go-shriek! Reading Level: Grades 3 to 7. Coming in September
2018.

I Survived the Attack of the Grizzlies, 1967
by Lauren Tarshis
The storm came out of nowhere...Eleven-year-old John Hale has already
survived one brutal Dakota winter, and now he's about to experience one
of the deadliest blizzards in American history. The storm of 1888 was a
monster, a frozen hurricane that slammed into America's Midwest without
warning. Within hours, hundreds would be dead, thousands terrified, lost,
and freezing.John's inner strength is seriously tested when he finds
himself trapped in the blinding snow, the wind like a giant crushing
hammer pounding him over and over again. Will John ever find his way
home? Reading Level: Grades 3 to 7. Coming in September 2018.

The Agony House
by Cherie Priest
A haunted house, a killer ghost, and a long-lost comic come to life in
another spectacular package of novel and comics from Cherie Priest,
author of I Am Princess X.
Denise Farber has just moved back to New Orleans with her mom and
step-dad. They left in the wake of Hurricane Katrina and have finally
returned, wagering the last of their family's money on fixing up an old,
rundown house and converting it to a bed and breakfast.
Nothing seems to work around the place, which doesn't seem too weird
to Denise. The unexplained noises are a little more out of the ordinary,

but again, nothing too unusual. But when floors collapse, deadly objects
rain down, and she hears creepy voices, it's clear to Denise that
something more sinister lurks hidden here.
Answers may lie in an old comic book Denise finds concealed in the attic:
the lost, final project of a famous artist who disappeared in the 1950s.
Denise isn't budging from her new home, so she must unravel the
mystery-on the pages and off-if she and her family are to survive...
Coming in September 2018.

Witch Born
by Nicholas Bowling
Two queens, two religions, two visions for the future of the nation.
Alyce's mother has just been burnt at the stake for practicing witchcraft.
With only a thin set of instructions and a witch's mommet for guidance,
Alyce must face the world that she's been sealed off from -- a world of
fear and superstition. With a witch hunter fast on her trail, she'll need the
help of an innkeeper and a boy looking to discover the truth behind his
own mother's past.
But as her journey continues, another war rages: a hidden war of the
supernatural, of the living and the dead. Good and evil are blurred, and
nobody's motives can be trusted. And Alyce finds herself thrown
unwillingly into the conflict. Struggling to understand her own powers,
she is quickly drawn into a web of secret, lies, and dark magic that could
change the fate of the world she is just coming to know.
This dark, twisty, and thrillingly original debut will leave readers
entranced in its suspenseful plot and rich prose. Coming in September
2018.

Haunting of Hounds Hollow
by Jeffrey Salane
A perfectly spooky read for middle-grade dog lovers.
Sometimes man's best friend is loyal for life... and beyond!
Lucas Trainer has just moved to the middle of nowhere -- a town called
Hounds Hollow, where ghostly dogs prowl at night. At first, he's terrified
by the nightly apparitions. But as he slowly uncovers the mystery behind
the town, he learns that a ghost dog's bark is worse than its bite... and in
fact the dogs are protecting the town from an even more terrifying threat.
Spooky, fun, and mysterious, this is author Jeffrey Salane's stand-alone
follow-up to the Lawless series, and is perfect for fans of Miss
Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children...and dog lovers of all stripes.
Coming in September 2018.

A Witch Alone
by James Nicol

Arianwyn is a fully qualified witch, but somehow magic doesn't feel any
easier than it did in her apprentice days. The Hex has driven all manner
of supernatural creatures out of the Great Wood and into her little town -some benign, others dark, and others downright mischievous. The
Spellorium has never been so busy!
What's more, the High Elder has set her a dangerous secret mission.
With Gimma acting weirder than usual and her friendships crumbling
under pressure, Arianwyn faces the toughest spell of her witching career
-- can she really see it through alone? Coming in September 2018.

Missing Pieces
by Carly Anne West
Lock your doors! From the creators of the blockbuster horror video game
Hello Neighbor comes the story that started it all. Unravel the mystery in
this gripping prequel novel!
Nicky Roth has always been a lonely kid. But that all changes when he
and his family move to Raven Brooks and meet their eccentric neighbors,
the Petersons. Nicky befriends the Petersons' son, Aaron, bonding over
their talents for tinkering. Soon the boys are inseparable and using their
skills to pull pranks on the townspeople.
But something about Aaron bothers Nicky--people seem almost afraid of
him and his family. Through snippets from Aaron and a lot of sleuthing in
the town's archives, Nicky discovers a dark past haunting his neighbors,
a streak of bad luck they can't seem to shake. Aaron thinks that's all
behind them now, but Nicky has a feeling the Petersons are fated for
another tragedy. . . .
This pulse-pounding prequel novel to the hit video game Hello Neighbor
includes two-color illustrations throughout, to help readers unwind the
mystery at the heart of the game. Coming in September 2018,.
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